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Prologue 
The Vanguard Swordsmanship Academy (VSA) was 
established on the 1st January 2015 to teach the art of 
swordsmanship with a primary focus on the use of Sword and 
Dagger and secondary focus on use of Longsword. 

This purpose of this guide is to provide the swordsman a 
reference to the theory and practice of VSA swordsmanship. 
Our aim is to promote swordsmanship as a modern and 
combat effective martial art. 

The VSA does not teach historic swordplay. Although some 
material in this guide is recognisable as historic either in 
terminology or in the action itself, the VSA teaches 
swordsmanship as a modern martial art.  

When commencing training it’s important to focus on mastering 
fundamental bio-mechanics before launching oneself into free-
play. It’s by learning to apply basic movement actions in the 
right time and place that real skill in swordplay is developed. 

Ensure that appropriate safety equipment is worn when 
engaging any form of free-play which, as a minimum should 
consist of a three-weapon fencing mask, padded vest, hand 
protection and groin or breast protector. 

Focus your learning efforts on developing good technique as 
contained in this guide before worrying about speeding up in 
an effort to win. There is an old saying that sums up this training 
approach; 

‘Train slow learn fast; train fast learn slow’ 
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Like all reputable martial arts, you’ll get out of your efforts 
what you put into it. Treat the study of swordsmanship with 
respect, take ego out of the equation and discipline yourself to 
master fundamental skills and leave winning for the 
tournament arena. 

Enjoy the journey! 

Scott Andrew McDonald 
Provost Captain 
Vanguard Swordsmanship Academy 
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Using this Guide 
This guide sets-out the theory and practise of VSA 
swordsmanship. The primary audience for this guide is the 
commencing Scholar (hence why it’s structured around 
modules and lessons) however this information is applicable to 
the entire VSA membership. 

This guide is divided into four modules of training that logically 
build upon each other towards the aim of engaging in free-
play: 

1) Sword Theory is about knowing the science behind the 
art. 

2) Sword Basics is about learning fundamental offensive 
and defensive swordplay techniques. 

3) Sword Plays is about linking individual techniques 
together in a series of movements in order to develop 
good trigger responses. 

4) Sword Combat is about introducing offensive and 
defensive concepts into free-play and consolidating your 
swordsmanship in preparation for grading. 

There is a relationship between theory (the principles behind 
the art) and practice (the art of applying the principles). It’s 
through theory that one is guided on how the art should be 
applied, but it’s by practicing swordplay that one validates the 
principles the art is based upon. This relationship forms a 
positive feedback loop in training. 
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Module 1: Sword Theory 
Introduction 
Sword theory sets out the underlying principles of effective 
swordsmanship. This module should be read by the 
commencing Scholar prior to undergoing Module 2: Sword 
Basics. 

Definition 
The sword is defined as a weapon possessing a blade of 16 inches 
or more in length with discernible edges and a point which is 
fitted to a hilt arrangement. 

Swords fall into two categories, Swords which refer to single-
handed designs and Longswords which can facilitate two-
handed use.   

Parts and dimensions 
All swords possess the following components.  
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Most swords regardless of type weigh between 800 grams to 1.3 
kilograms with blade length ranging from 28 to 42 inches. As a 
rule, the shorter and wider the blade the more it’s used to ‘cut’ 
and longer and narrower the blade the more it’s designed to 
‘thrust’. 

Recommended designs 
The VSA recommends a straight bladed sword designs that lend 
themselves to generic thrust and cut combat style. The below 
picture illustrates such a single-hand sword design. 

Pappenheimer-type sword 

The VSA recommends’ ‘main gauche’ type daggers as these 
designs provide good protection for the hand. 

 

Main Gauche 
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Brief history of swords 
For most of history the term sword simply referred to any sword 
and it’s only been since the 18th century that swordsmen and 
museum curators have been putting swords into categories 
such as Sideswords, Broadswords or Rapiers. 

As a general observation swords dating prior to the high 
medieval period were utilised in concert with a defensive device 
such as a shield. Swordplay as an art-form was geared towards 
battlefield utility and viewed as an activity for the professional 
man-at-arms. 

From the late 13th century onwards we see clear evidence for 
the systematic teaching of swordsmanship within a civilian 
context (example bring Manuscript I.33 on sword & buckler 
play) with instruction geared towards use on the battlefield or 
for judicial duels. Commencing from the 14th century we see a 
definitive Longsword tradition evident within Europe with 
textual evidence for the systematic study of this art from 1380CE 
onwards. 

During the 15th and throughout the 16th centuries we see the 
emergence of recognisable Masters of Defence (hence the origin 
of the term fence) teaching a civilianised swordplay style 
focused on personal self-defence. This development 
corresponded with the use of sword types such as the Sidesword 
and Rapier and by the turn of the 17th century a definite 
divergence between civilian and military swords types can be 
seen. 

Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries civilian swords continued 
to emphasised use of the thrust with military swords 
emphasising cutting capacity generally for use by the cavalry 
arm (ie: Sabre).  

A departure from this rule was the adoption of the 
‘Pappenheimer’ sword named after Gottfried Heinrich Graff 
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Pappenheim an imperial commander during the Thirty Years 
War period (1618 - 1648CE). This design featured a hybrid Rapier 
hilt fitted to a broad blade that lent itself to military use. 

Most historic masters stressed the need for use of the edge and 
point in swordplay, however by the 18th century a clear 
pathway can be traced between military swordsmanship (cut-
centric) primarily for use by cavalry and civilian swordsmanship 
(thrust-centric) primarily for use in the civil duel. In the former 
case this evolution ended with the advent of World War One 
and in case of the later the emergence of modern fence as a 
martial sport during the course of the early 20th century. 

Calculating blade length 
Although the length of your sword blade is ultimately a 
personal choice, the following method is suggested.  

Blade length (measured from the cross-hilt to the point of the 
blade) should be determined by the distance from your 
sternum to the tip of your outstretched middle finger. This 
method determines blade length suitable for generic thrust and 
cut swordplay proportional to your body. The more you extend 
this blade length the more ‘thrust-centric’ your swordplay will 
be and by lessening this blade length the more ‘cut-centric’ your 
swordplay will be. 
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The below picture illustrates this method for calculating blade 
length for both sword and longsword. 

The blade length for your dagger should be no less than one 
third and no more than one half of your sword length. Any less 
and your compromising your ability to engage the opponents’ 
blade in close distance and any more your interfering with your 
own sword. 

Gripping the sword 
Most swordsmen will grip sword in one of two ways:  

1) Classic grip which refers to having all your fingers and 
thumb wrapped around the grip and is reflective of cut-
centric sword designs such as Backswords. You are 
focussed on use of the cut. 

2) Finger grip which refers to using your forefinger to wrap 
around the forward quillion and remaining fingers 
around the grip. This grip is reflective of thrust-centric 
sword designs such as Rapiers. You are focussed on use of 
the thrust. 
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The finger grip is recommended for use in sword combat as this 
grip facilitates good point-on-line work with an ability to 
deliver fast slashing cuts. 

Finger grip is often described as the renaissance grip as this grip 
was universally advised for use with Sidesword and Rapier type 
designs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Timing (tempo) 
There are two timings (tempo) in swordplay. 

1) Single time is when you affect a technique in a single 
motion that contains both a defensive and offensive 
component.  

2) Double time is when you use two motions to affect a 
defence then offence or vice versa. 

In combative swordplay one tries to use single time techniques 
whenever possible as this minimises the ability for the opponent 
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to defend themselves. This action is best achieved through use 
of a defensive device such as a dagger or else positioning of the 
forte of your blade to close the opponent’s line of attack whilst 
maintaining point-on-line. 

Distance (measure)  
There are three distances (measure) in swordplay. 

1) Close distance is when you can strike the opponent by a 
movement of your arm only. 

2) Middle distance is when you’re just outside of close 
distance requiring a small movement of the front foot to 
strike the opponent. 

3) Wide distance is when a passing motion (when one foot 
passes the other as in walking) is required to strike the 
opponent. 

In swordplay one is advised to stand enguarde in middle 
distance as this maximises the ability to exploit any opening in 
the opponent’s defence while remaining just outside of your 
opponent’s immediate weapon reach so you minimise their 
‘time of the hand’ strikes. 

Time of the hand 
The term ‘time of the hand’ is linked to close distance and refers 
to the fastest motion possible in this distance; that being a 
movement of the sword arm alone.  

All techniques demonstrated in this guide is based on time of 
the hand whilst using good footwork. 
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Hand positions 
The position of the hand will help maximise particular 
techniques and is closely related to point-centric guard positions 
as described in the Italian school. 

These hand positions refer to single sword grip only as these 
positions are largely irrelevant to Longsword use. 

 

 

Prima (1st position) 

The hand is held with the 
palm facing outwards from 
your body.  

 

 

 

 

 

Seconda (2nd position) 

The hand is held with the 
palm facing downwards 
from your body. 
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Terza (3rd position) 

The hand is held with the 
palm facing inwards 
towards your body.  
 

 

 

 

 

Quarta (4th position) 

The hand is held with the 
palm facing upwards from 
your body. 
 

 

 

Agreement of the hand and foot 
This principle refers to the bio-mechanical motion of having the 
master-hand and master-foot moving in the same direction 
thereby maintaining good form. This motion has the effect of 
keeping the upper and lower body aligned in the same 
direction thereby preventing the body from twisting that often 
negates development of good power. 
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There are exceptions to this principle (in which case it is referred 
to as a contra-pass) but as a rule the good swordsmen will try 
and maintain good body alignment during swordplay.   

Use of the Dagger 
The dagger has four uses in combat: 

1) To close the opponents’ line-of-attack (whether 
offensive or defensive) in absence of the sword. 

2) To facilitate single-time responses. 

3) As a close distance strike weapon. 

4) To reinforce parry motions (X-Parry). 

Lines of attack and target areas 
Lines of attack refer to the direction of the opponents’ strike 
and are established by the position of your own sword hilt. 

The line of attack establishes the target area; that being which 
quarter the opponent is attempting to strike or the quarter you 
are attempting to defend. 

The shortest distance between opponents is referred to as the 
straight line. The winning swordsman is normally the one who 
through good footwork and sword technique dominates this 
straight line. 
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The below diagram illustrates these lines and target areas. 

 

High Inside

Low Inside

High Outside

Low Outside
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A key principle to understand is when attacking or defending 
you should do so by ‘gaining the place’ which means to try and 
close the opponents’ potential line of attack as much as 
possible. By observing this principle, you are maximising your 
chances of success both in the attack and defence. 

For most swordsmen, the ability to close the line is achieved 
easiest by use of the dagger or other companion weapon. 

Physicality 
Physicality is the principle of being physically and mentally fit. 
This doesn’t mean you need to be a tri-athlete to succeed; 
what it means is that success in swordplay is significantly 
affected by your degree of physicality.  

Common wisdom in martial arts is that theory and practice 
makes up 50% of becoming proficient in that art with the other 
50% being repetitive training and physical fitness. If you do not 
maintain a good level of fitness you should not be surprised if 
you are continually defeated by more ‘focused’ swordsmen. 

Every swordsman is solely responsible for their level of 
physicality. If this means a review of diet, cardiovascular 
exercise regime and frequency of swordsmanship training is 
required then so be it. 

 

 

 


